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Editorial 
This is the second part of the special issue of the journal devoted to unification the- 
ory. It contains important contributions concerning the classification of theories, general 
combination of unification algorithms, higher-order unification, the logic of unification 
and the associative-commutative unification problem. 
As in other scientific domains, it is quite important o get a classification of the 
objects under consideration. This is d~ne by Hans-Jiirgert Biirckert, Alexander Herold 
and Manfred Schmidt-Schauss for first-order equational theories. The classification is 
based on unification properties, together with the study of decidability (very often un- 
decidability) of these properties, in their paper On Equational Theories, Unification and 
Decidability. 
It is natural to combine lementary unification algorithms to solve the unification 
problem for more complex theories. These last four years have seen several papers con- 
cerned with this problem and using different approaches and restrictions on the theo- 
ries involved. This difficult combination problem is solved in full generality for disjoint 
theories in Unification in a Combination of Arbitrary Disjoint Equational Theories by 
Manfred Schmidt-Schauss. 
The purpose of Philippe Le Chenadec's paper entitled On ~he Logic of Unification is 
to present anatural logic dedicated to syntactic unification. This is a significant advance 
in our understanding of the role of unification in symbolic omputation and moreover, 
this logic provides tools for the investigation ofhigher-order unification. 
Solved by G~rard Huet in 1975, this very important problem is studied by Wayne 
Snyder and Jean Gallier in Higher-Order Unification Revisited: Complete sets of Trans- 
formations. They give a general overview of the work in this active field and show how the 
procedure can be described and proved using transformation rules. This allows to enlight 
similarities and ~tifferences between first- and higher-order unifications by expressing the 
fundamental elementary unification steps in the same way. 
A quite different unification problem is to solve equations in associative-commutative 
theories. Two papers present complementary approaches. Efficien~ Solution of Lin- 
ear Diophan~ine Equations by Michael Clausen and Albrecht Fortenbacher gives a new 
way for solving linear diophantine quations based on a geometrical pproach of the 
problem. This allows to use more etl]ciently Stickel's associative-commutative unifica- 
tion algorithm. On the other hand, a different approach is introduced by Jim Christian 
and Patrick Lincoln in Adventures in Associative.Commutative Unification. They show 
that, provided some linearity conditions on the equation, the minimal solutions of the 
equation can be computed without solving diophantine quations and thus get better 
performances. 
As for the first part of this special issue on unification, I would like to thank the 
authors for their contribution to the field and all the referees for their considerable work 
that altogether contribute to make this issue of very high quality. 
Claude Kirchner. 
Nancy, June 1989. 
